Abstract. We describe a class of adaptive algorithms for approximating the global minimum of a continuous function on the unit interval. The limiting distribution of the error is derived under the assumption of Wiener measure on the objective functions. For any > 0, we construct an algorithm which has error converging to zero at rate n ?(1? ) in the number of function evaluations n. This convergence rate contrasts with the n ?1=2 rate of previously studied non-adaptive methods.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to characterize the average performance of a class of adaptive global minimization algorithms under the Brownian motion model for the objective function. The object of a global minimization method is to approximate the global minimum f of a function f, and sometimes also a location t where the minimum is attained. We take f to be a continuous function de ned on the unit interval, and adopt the framework that the approximation is based on observation of the function value at sequentially selected points in the unit interval. That is, the searcher chooses points t 1 ; t 2 ; : : : 2 0; 1] and forms an approximation (t n ; f n ) to (t ; f ) based on f(t i ; f(t i )) : i = 1; 2; : : : ; ng. An adaptive algorithm chooses each new point t n+1 as a function of f(t i ; f(t i )) : i = 1; 2; : : : ; ng, while a non-adaptive algorithm chooses each point independently of the function values. We allow the possibility that the algorithm uses auxiliary randomness in the choice of observation sites.
We consider a class of adaptive algorithms that use only limited past information. For any > 0, we construct an algorithm for which the error converges to 0 at rate n ? (1? ) , in contrast to the n ?1=2 rate characteristic of non-adaptive algorithms. We also identify the limiting distribution of the normalized error. The improved e ciency relative to non-adaptive algorithms comes from using information from past observations to concentrate the search in decreasing sub-regions of the minimizer. Several methods have been used to compare the performance of di erent global optimization algorithms. In this paper we will be concerned with the 1991 Mathematics Subject Classi cation. Primary 60J65, 68Q25; Secondary 11Y16, 73K40. The was supported in part by NSF grants DDM-9010770 and DMI-9500173. Accepted for publication in Annals of Applied Probability. 1 2 JAMES M. CALVIN average performance criterion. The idea is to regard f as the sample path of a stochastic process and then classify algorithms based on the average error in their approximations. This method has been used to study the average performance of non-adaptive algorithms in the case where f is taken to be a sample path of a Brownian motion process. Ritter (1990) showed that for the best non-adaptive method, the average error decreases at rate n ?1=2 in the number of observations n. Calvin (1995) compared the average error for deterministic uniformly spaced observations with the expected error associated with random uniform sampling. Al-Mharmah and show that the optimal non-adaptive sampling density for approximating the error for Brownian motion is a Beta distribution. Asmussen et al (1995) describe the limiting distribution of the normalized error for the deterministic uniform grid. extend many of these results to a more general class of di usions. Several authors, including Kushner (1964) , Zilinskas (1976) , and Archetti and Betr o (1979), have constructed adaptive optimization algorithms based on the Brownian motion model for the objective function. Most of the algorithms constructed are signi cantly more complex than the algorithms considered in this paper, and their performance is consequently harder to characterize.
In Section 2 we establish notation and describe the basic approach, as well as summarize some relevant facts about non-adaptive algorithms. In Section 3 we derive the limiting joint distribution of the error in the function value and function arguments under uniform sampling. These results are used to establish the convergence characteristics of the class of adaptive algorithms in Section 4. The results of some numerical experiments are presented in Section 5.
Notation and the Basic Idea
Let (B(t) : 0 t 1) be a standard Brownian motion de ned on a probability space ( 1 ; F 1 ; P 1 ), and let fU 1 ; U 2 ; : : : g be a sequence of independent, uniform (0; 1) random variables de ned on a probability space ( 2 ; F 2 ; P 2 ). Set ( ; F; P) = ( 1 2 ; F 1 F 2 ; P 1 P 2 ). Let B denote the global minimum of the Brownian motion, and t the ( rst) location where B is attained. The minimizer is almost surely unique, so the issue of which local minimizer to assign to t is not important for our results. Denote by u n the value U i (1 i n) such that B(U i ) B(U j ); 1 j n, and U i is the smallest value with this property. Let n denote the di erence between the smallest value seen in the rst n observations and the global minimum, and let ? n denote the di erence between the global minimizer and the minimizer of the rst n observations. The formal de nitions are as follows (see A simple non-adaptive global minimization algorithm consists of choosing the observation sites independently, uniformly over 0; 1], and taking the smallest observed value as the approximation to the global minimum; n is the corresponding approximation error. The following result, proved in , characterizes the average performance of this nonadaptive algorithm. (This result will also emerge as a corollary of Theorem 3.1 below.) Theorem 2.1. For y > 0, P( p n n y) ! tanh 2 p 2 y (2.6) as n ! 1.
Note that there are two sources of uncertainty, the random function and the random observation points, and the probability in Theorem 2.1 is the product of the two probabilities; i.e., the error is averaged over all sample paths. If the sample path is xed, then the error fails to converge in distribution for almost all sample paths (see for details). One can therefore think of Theorem 2.1 as giving an approximation to the error when averaged over many independent optimizations, but it says nothing about what happens when a xed path is optimized.
In order to improve on the performance of the basic non-adaptive scheme just described, it is necessary to concentrate search e ort near the minimizer. This will be accomplished by algorithms constructed according to the following general framework. On the (n + 1)st iteration, with probability 1=2 we choose the observation site uniformly over the entire unit interval, and with probability 1=2 we choose the site uniformly over a small subinterval centered att n , wheret n is the location of the smallest observed value over those points chosen uniformly over the entire interval. We emphasize that t n is not the location of the smallest value observed in the rst n observations; rather it is the location of the smallest of those (on average n=2) observations chosen uniformly over the unit interval (that is, we exclude the outcomes of the local searches). The width of the interval of the local search decreases over time, so that the local searches become more concentrated as the search progresses.
Formally, let f i : i 1g be a sequence of independent Bernoulli(1=2) random variables de ned on ( 2 ; F 2 ; P 2 ), independent of the fU i g. Let In the second to last step, it is possible that for small k, t k+1 will be set to a value outside the unit interval. In this case, it is understood that a new realization U k is chosen and the step repeated. This will not be important for our limit results, so we prefer not to complicate the algorithm description.
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After the last step, B n is our approximation to B and t n is our approximation to t . We will be interested in the quality of the approximations produced by the algorithm as the number of steps n ! 1.
Is is easy to see that this algorithm is consistent (for any choice of sequence fa n g) in the sense that the error converges to zero P 2 ?a.s. for any Brownian path. The only information from the past maintained by the algorithm consists oft n ,B n , t n , and B n . The sequence ft n ; n 1g is a Markov chain with values in 0; 1], though note that ft n ; n 1g is not a Markov chain.
A common de nition of Markov algorithm is that the (n + 1)st point has a distribution that depends on the nth point and the function value at the nth point, and not on previous observations; simulated annealing is an example of this class of algorithm. (See Zhigljavsky (1991) for this de nition and several examples.) Our algorithm therefore does not t this de nition of Markovian algorithm, since in addition to (t n ; f(t n )), the distribution of the next point will also depend ont n .
To complete the description of the algorithm, it remains to determine a choice of the sequence fa n g. If a n goes to 0 too fast relative to the speed at whicht n ? t goes to 0, then the local search will tend to concentrate in subregions away from t . On the other hand, if a n goes to 0 too slowly, then the performance gain relative to uniform sampling will be small. In particular, if a n # a > 0, then the asymptotic performance will be of the same order as for uniform sampling. To determine an appropriate rate, it is necessary to know the rate at whicht n ? t converges to 0, which will be determined in the next section.
Joint Distribution of Error Variables
We begin by analyzing the joint distribution of the error variables ( n ; ? n ) under uniform sampling. As shown in Theorem 1, p n n converges in distribution as n ! 1. In this section we will show (in Theorem 3.2) that n(u n ?t ) converges in distribution, thus giving the convergence rate needed to determine the fa n g sequence for our adaptive algorithm. In fact, we will derive the limiting joint distribution of ( p n(B n ?B ); n(u n ?t )) as n ! 1.
As noted in the introduction, the error in approximating the location of the minimizer is also important for the global minimization method, so the results of this section are of independent interest.
We begin by describing some random variables that will be needed in the description of the limiting distribution of ( p n(B n ? B ); n(u n ? t )).
Let R 1 and R 2 be two independent 3-dimensional Bessel processes, and de ne a \two-sided Bessel process" R by R(t) = ( R 1 (t); if t 0; R 2 (?t); if t < 0: Proof. Since R and the point process are symmetric about 0, we rst derive the joint distribution of the error variables to the right of 0, say ( R ; ? R ).
Fix y > 0, and let L y = supft : R 1 (t) = yg be the last time that the Bessel process R 1 hits the level y. Then (see Revuz and Yor (1991) 
where X is a Brownian motion starting at y and T 0 is the hitting time of 0. Therefore, given that R = y, the conditional distribution of ? R is that of the hitting time to 0 of a Brownian motion starting at y, conditioned not to be at a level below y at the points of a Poisson process. To determine this distribution it is convenient to consider the Brownian motion killed at unit Therefore, (3.9) P(? 2 dt; 2 dy) = P(? 2 dt j = y)P( 2 dy) = P(? R 2 dt j R = y)P( 2 dy);
where the last equality follows from symmetry around 0 and conditioning on whether the minimum occurs to the left or right of 0. To obtain the marginal distribution of , note that by (3.7) and the fact that is the minimum of two independent copies of R , P( > y) = P( R > y) 2 While the Laplace transform is awkward to invert, it serves to establish that E(?) = 1.
For the remainder of this paper we turn our attention to more general algorithms than independent uniform sampling, and we will adjust our notation slightly. For the rest of this section, ft i g is a sequence of observation sites generated by an arbitrary algorithm. We will still use n ; ? n to denote the error variables, as before, but now they represent the errors based on the sequence ft i g and not the particular sequence fU i g. Speci cally, n = n (! 1 ; ! 2 ) = min ? n = ? n (! 1 ; ! 2 ) = t n (! 1 ; ! 2 ) ? t (! 1 ):
The next result shows that if the points can be normalized so as to converge to a Poisson point process, then the normalized error converges in distribution to ( ; ?). Taking c n = n and t i = U i gives the result promised in the rst paragraph of this section for the limiting distribution of ( p n(B n ? B ); n(u n ? t )) as n ! 1. As noted at the end of Section 2, to analyze the adaptive algorithms we are interested in the convergence rate oft n ? t to 0. Theorem 3.2 establishes (taking c n = n), that n(U n ? t ) D ! ? as n ! 1. Therefore, if M n Binomial(n; 1=2) independent of the fU i g and t , then M n (U Mn ? t ) D ! ?. Since n=M n converges to 2 in probability, we have that n(t n ? t ) converges in distribution as n ! 1, and if > 0, then n 1? (t n ? t ) D ! 0.
Limiting Behavior of Algorithms
In this section we will analyze the limiting distribution of the normalized error under the adaptive algorithm described in Section 2. Throughout this section, 2 (0; 1) will be xed. We will use the sequence a n = 2 (2 ? )] ?1 n ?(1? ) in the de nition of the algorithm. Since n(t n ? t ) converges in distribution, this choice of a n ensures that the distance betweent n (the center of the local search) and t will be asymptotically negligible compared to the scope of the local search.
Letting n = a n (U n ?1=2) = 2(2? )] ?1 n ?(1? ) (U n ?1=2), the algorithm described in Section 2 takes the following speci c form:
Set For the rest of this section, ft i g will denote the observations produced by this algorithm with xed , and n and ? n will denote the corresponding error variables. We will make use of the following result from Kallenberg (1976) , specialized to our setting. Here is the main idea of the proof. The points chosen uniformly over the entire unit interval are in the limit negligible under the n 2? scaling, so only the local search sites play a role. If the local search intervals were centered exactly at t , then it would be easy to show that the point processes converge to the Poisson limit; however, the local search intervals are o set by the error random variables n 4 =t n ? t . The problem then is to show that the n are small enough not to gure in the limit. P(sb k;n < W k + V k tb k;n ; C) ? P(sb k;n < V k tb k;n ; C)] = 0:
To see this, observe that lim n!1 n X k=1 P(sb k;n < W k + V k tb k;n ; C) ? P(sb k;n < V k tb k;n ; C)] = lim n!1 n X k=1 Z 1 x=?1 P(sb k;n ? x < V k tb k;n ? x; C j W k = x) ?P(sb k;n < V k tb k;n ; C jW k = x)] P(W k 2 dx):
The random variables W k and V k are independent, and P(sb k;n ? x < V k tb k;n ? x; C j W k = x) = P(sb k;n < V k tb k;n ; C j W k = x) unless x < ?1 + tb k;n or x > 1 + sb k;n , since V k U(?1; 1). Also jP(sb k;n ? x < V k tb k;n ? x; C j W k = x) ?P(sb k;n < V k tb k;n ; C j W k = x)j (t ? s)b k;n for all x. If n > 2 maxfjsj; jtjg, then jtb k;n j < 1=2 and jsb k;n j < 1=2 for all 
In order to establish the validity of (4.6), it therefore su ces to show that 
(by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality) Table 2 . Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics.
Numerical Experiments
Numerical experiments were performed to determine how well the limit distribution given by Theorem 4. Tables 1 and 2 . Note that the approximation is much worse for small values of (corresponding to quicker localization of the search). To see why this should be the case, consider the ratio of the local search horizon (half width of the local search interval size, which is (2 ? ) ?1 n ?(1? ) ) to the error (t n ? t ). This ratio is asymptotically proportional to (2? ) ?1 n . To achieve the same ratio achieved with = 0:8 and n iterations, with = 0:2 about (3=2) 5 n 4 iterations would be required.
Final Remarks
It is not clear if Theorem 4.3 would remain valid if we sett n to the location of the minimum of the rst n observations in the de nition of the algorithm.
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Such a change would result in an algorithm that would be di cult to analyze, since the distribution of the best observed location is quite complicated. In any case, the asymptotic performance of the algorithms described in this paper could not improve with such a change, since by their construction they would have the same asymptotic performance even if the local searches were centered exactly at the minimizer.
While the algorithms we have described are adaptive, they are \barely" adaptive in that only the center of the local searches are updated according to the past observed values. The width of the local searches, determined by the sequence fa n g, is deterministic.
It would be interesting to determine the best possible convergence rate of a Markovian algorithm, and also the best possible convergence rate of any algorithm. Because of the great di erence in computational and storage requirements between Markov and general adaptive algorithms, it is of interest to have an upper bound on how much can be gained by maintaining all past information.
